
TUESDAY, 6th November 2018: Detailed Course plan 
 
Klaus Löffert, Beginning Twisters 1 & 2: 
Learn the first easy balloon figures and techniques with lots of time for questions. 
 
Sabina Kellner, Life-sized Humans/Decoration: 

Life-sized human figures are an eye-catcher and always achieve high prizes when sold. But they can be a challenge. If it doesn’t work out as 

planned, you lose lots of time and material. What is important? How do you find the right proportions? How to draw/design the head? After a short 

theoretical part we will build big figures in little groups that will fit to this year’s Jam theme. 

 

Colin Myles, All about the Chrome: 

This inspirational class will sure help you unleash your creativity. Using the fantastic new chrome balloons, you can expect to learn to make a variety 

of techniques including weaving whilst creating designs such as vases, handbags and high heel shoes! 

 

Tom Bola, Tips & Utilities (for decorations): 

By popular request Tom will give you helpful tips and suggestions that will help you when decorating with balloons. Which Utilities do you need? 
What do you have to consider? How do I interact with my customers? Many of your questions will be answered. 
 

Antonio Bécares Rodriguez, Advanced designs: train, parrot, 1-balloon-weave, 1-balloon-heart, 1-balloon-flowerweave 
 
Alberto Falcone/decoration: New Year Parties 
 
Silvia Reichert, Cuties for Girls: 
Learn easy figures, perfect for linework: dog picture frame, princess accessories, wearable unicorn, unicorn head piece, frog, hippo, snail, standing 
flower, cute baby 
 

 
Victor Forja, Twisting for 18+:  

Ballontwisting in bars, e.g. for students (no naughty balloons!), figures on headbands, for bracelets, lights in balloons. Room for questions (How to 

talk with strangers? How to convince people to take a ballon? How to avoid unpolite requests? How to avoid making balloons for kids? And other 

tips for twisting for adults 

Frank Jeschke, How much is it? Marketing course: 
How do I calculate it? How much does it cost? What do I have to consider? Pricing in a balloon shop, calculation and planning. This workshop is 
also for balloon shop staff. Infos about balloons, gases, tools and techniques 


